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During the first quarter of 2015, U.S. equity investors continued to experience a remarkable market environment, as the S&P 500
Index ended the quarter in positive territory for the ninth straight time, and the Russell 1000 Value was down for only the second time
in almost three years. The close of March marked one of the weakest quarters relative to the Russell 1000 Value in our firm’s history.
In such extreme periods, many time-tested methodologies, such as value investing and fundamental analysis, can temporarily fall out
of favor while momentum-driven strategies outperform. Over the last few quarters, our valuation model has been inverted, with the
most undervalued stocks in our model delivering negative returns, while the most overvalued stocks returned well more than that of
the Russell 1000 Value’s already strong performance. This period has lasted five quarters, longer than any such period in the past.
Price and value have particularly diverged for holdings in the Fund’s portfolio, as the stock prices leading to our relative
underperformance do not reflect what has actually been strong fundamental performance of the businesses in which we own stock.
However, it is our experience that these periods can end suddenly and without warning. History would suggest that successful
managers are those able to manage through unusual periods without altering their investment processes, as the underlying
fundamentals of the businesses will eventually re-emerge as the dominant factor for valuation.
Winners and Losers
The Fund underperformed the Russell 1000 Value Index benchmark for the period. Overall, the Russell 1000 Value Index finished
the first quarter down 0.7% as seven of the 10 sectors within the index were in negative territory. Health Care, Consumer
Discretionary and Materials were the only sectors in positive territory. Information Technology, Utilities and Energy were three sectors
within the index that detracted from the overall performance.
The top contributing sectors for the quarter were Consumer Staples and Financials. The Fund’s underweight position and stock
selection in Consumer Staples and underweight position in Financials helped drive performance. Additionally, having no exposure to
Utilities and Telecommunications helped drive relative performance as these sectors underperformed the overall market.
Boeing, a position we entered during the fourth quarter of 2014, was the best performer in the portfolio for the period. The company
announced quarterly earnings that were significantly better than investors expected on both the top- and bottom-line driven by strong
sales in the commercial airplanes segment and better-than-expected margins in the military aircraft segment. Additionally, Boeing
increased its share repurchase authorization to $12 billion and raised the quarterly dividend by 25%.
Apple, a position we exited during the quarter, was the next best performer. The company announced quarterly earnings that came in
well ahead of investor expectations driven by very strong iPhone sales, which pushed sales and EPS to record levels. In addition,
anticipation for the new Apple Watch, which is slated to be released on April 24, and other rumored potential new categories helped
fuel the positive sentiment and pushed the stock higher.
Gap was the best-performing stock in the Consumer Discretionary sector. Stronger-than-expected earnings in late February, driven
by strength in Old Navy, drove fourth quarter companywide same-store-sales to a two percent improvement over last year and helped
move shares higher. Gap continues to invest in e-commerce, new international stores, improving the Gap Brand, and creating a more
responsive supply chain, the benefits of which should be felt over time.
Overall, the sectors that detracted from performance during the first quarter were Information Technology, Health Care and Consumer
Discretionary. The Fund’s overweight position and stock selection within the Information Technology sector, underweight position
and stock selection in the Health Care sector, and stock selection in the Consumer Discretionary sector drove underperformance.
Ensco continued to be pressured for a third straight quarter, as sustained low oil prices drove significant reductions in offshore
spending and rig oversupply further pressured utilization and day rates. Ensco announced quarterly results in-line with expectations
and adjusted EPS ahead of expectations. However, Ensco wrote down goodwill from its 2011 acquisition of Pride and also took
impairments on some of its older rigs. Additionally, Ensco took proactive steps by cutting its dividend by 80% and taking additional
actions to reduce costs. We continue to take a long-term view and believe that Ensco with its strong balance sheet, high quality fleet,
and strong operational performance, is well positioned to survive the industry downturn and emerge strongly when the industry
recovers.
Mattel also continued its trend of weak performance. The company reported their second-consecutive disappointing holiday sales
season. The results were clearly disappointing for a company that now appears more like a turnaround story, and as a result, we
exited the portfolio’s position in the stock.

Western Digital has been a strong position during the past few years, but this quarter was the worst performer among the Fund’s
holdings in Information Technology. The market recently became cautious following an announcement from Western Digital’s biggest
competitor, indicating weak outlook from slowing demand in global PC sales. However, Western Digital announced positive fourth
quarter results in late January, along with a 25% increase in its dividend and $2 billion stock buyback. We continue to believe that the
long-term positive trends should offset any short-term issues.
Lastly, EMC also was a weak performer in the Information Technology sector and Microsoft announced quarterly earnings and
forward guidance that underperformed Wall Street estimates due to a softening in the PC market.
Buys and Sells
We initiated four portfolio positions during the period including Honeywell, BorgWarner, Lincoln National and PNC Financial Services
Group.
Honeywell is a diversified global industrial and technology company. The company offers a diverse portfolio of high caliber industrial
businesses, including aerospace and transportation, and automation and control solutions, limiting the company’s exposure to any
one end market. Additionally, it has a solid acquisition track record over the past decade, as it has upgraded its business portfolio to
higher margin businesses with more growth potential.
BorgWarner is a global supplier of engineered automotive systems and components for powertrain applications. The company’s
products are manufactured and sold across the world, to original equipment manufacturers of light vehicles. The company is
positively exposed to the long-term trends of increasing fuel economy and emissions requirements for automobiles.
Lincoln National operates multiple insurance and investment management businesses through subsidiary companies. Lincoln has a
strong business franchise, and a history of producing superior products, and a robust distribution network. The stock has been weak
recently as the market is overly focused on the short-term impacts that low interest rates will have on near-term results. Over the
longer-term, we believe that the strong management team will continue to produce superior results.
PNC Financial Services Group is a diversified superregional bank with businesses engaged in retail banking, corporate and
institutional banking, asset management and residential mortgage banking, providing its products and services nationally. The
company has a strong history of making successful acquisitions and integrating them into the company. The result is a welldiversified bank across product lines and geographies.
We exited four portfolio positions during the period including 3M, TRW Automotive, Apple and Mattel. 3M continues to be a
fundamentally strong business, but the stock price rose quickly during the fourth quarter and the company price increased to its fair
value. As such, valuation was no longer attractive and we exited the portfolio’s position.
In 2014, TRW Automotive announced that it would be acquired by a privately-held German transmission company. The deal has not
yet closed, but the stock has moved very close to the take-out price as some key deal risks, such as antitrust approvals, have been
mitigated. Although TRW’s fair value is higher than the deal price, the deal is likely to happen and we exited the position.
Apple is trading at all-time highs with the market sentiment running equally positive as the latest iPhone super-cycle generates record
profitability. However, the sustainability of its very high growth rate has come into question due to Apple’s reliance on a highly
competitive and easily-disrupted smartphone market increasingly saturated and driven by lower-priced phones from emerging
markets. While there may be strong new market opportunities in the future, Apple’s ability to design and launch another breakout
product is unknown. We no longer believed Apple was one of the most attractive opportunities in our investment universe and we
exited the position during the quarter.
Mattel’s stock significantly outperformed the market through the end of 2013, however, the stock price fell significantly during 2014
and 2015 on erosion in its key previously stable Barbie and Fisher-Price brands, limited innovation, the loss of key Disney licenses
and cultural drift. While the valuation remains attractive, we are less confident in the company’s ability to respond to these
fundamental issues and return to its previous track record. Given this, we exited the position during the quarter.
Concluding Comments
The first quarter of 2015 was very disappointing for us. However, the case for actively managed and concentrated equity portfolios
remains compelling for long-term investors, and we believe that our dedicated adherence to a timeless investment philosophy and
disciplined research process will enable us to continue to add value for our clients.
Cornerstone Investment Partners
As of March 31, 2015, Boeing composed 2.45% of the portfolio’s assets, Gap – 3.73%, Ensco – 1.75%, Western Digital – 3.46%,
EMC – 3.30%, Microsoft – 3.83%, Honeywell – 2.59%, BorgWarner – 2.05%, Lincoln National – 2.11% and PNC Financial
Services Group – 2.01%.
Note: Value investing often involves buying the stocks of companies that are currently out of favor that may decline further.
Before investing, consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. Contact 800 992-8151 for a prospectus
or summary prospectus containing this and other information. Please, read it carefully. Aston Funds are distributed by Foreside

Funds Distributors LLC.

Fund Performance
Average Annual Total Returns
Annualized Returns (%)
Monthly returns (%) Period ended 5/31/15

Period ended

3/31/15

Month
3 Months
YTD
1 yr 3 yr 5 yr 10 yr Since Incept. Incept. Date
Fund Class N Shares (RVALX) -0.53
-1.96
-4.41
0.12 10.95 10.93 6.56 7.84
1/4/1993
Fund Class I Shares (AAVIX) -0.46
-1.83
-4.27
0.41 11.20 11.22 N/A 6.73
9/20/2005
Russell 1000 Value Index
1.20
0.76
1.41
9.33 16.44 13.75 7.21 10.09
12/31/1992
Category: Large Value
0.93
0.59
2.19
7.86 14.42 12.25 6.72 8.41
12/31/1992
Calendar year-end returns
2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005
Fund Class N Shares (RVALX) 6.94 33.19 13.58 3.02 11.96 19.43 -34.65 8.10 20.91 6.27
Fund Class I Shares (AAVIX) 7.17 33.59 13.88 3.36 12.25 19.75 -34.53 8.29 21.30 N/A
Russell 1000 Value Index
13.45 32.53 17.51 0.39 15.51 19.69 -36.85 -0.17 22.25 7.05

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investment
return and principal value will fluctuate so that an investor's shares upon redemption may be worth more or less than their
original cost. Certain expenses were subsidized. If these subsidies were not in effect, the returns would have been lower.
Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted.
For periods less than one-year, total returns are reported; for periods more than one-year, average annual total returns are
reported.
The Russell 1000 Value Index is an unmanaged capitalization weighted index made up of companies with lower price to- book
ratios. Indices are adjusted for the reinvestment of capital gains
and income dividends. Individuals cannot invest in an index.
The Morningstar Large Value Funds Category figures allow for a direct comparison of a fund's performance within its Morningstar
Category.

Morningstar Rating™ (based on risk-adjusted returns) and Morningstar Rankings™ (based
Large Value Category as of 5/31/2015
Overall 1 yr
3 yr
5 yr
Rating
Rank
Rating
Rank
Rating
Rank
Fund Class N Shares (RVALX)
3 Stars 97
2 Stars 89
2 Stars 81
Fund Class I Shares (AAVIX)
2 Stars 97
2 Stars 88
2 Stars 75
Total # funds in category
1178
1370
1178
1031

on total returns)
10 yr
Rating
3 Stars
N/A
725

Rank
56
N/A

For each fund with at least a three-year history, Morningstar calculates a Morningstar Rating™ based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted
Return measure that accounts for variation in a fund’s monthly performance (including the effects of sales charges, loads, and
redemption fees), placing more emphasis on downward variations and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of funds in
each category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars,the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the
bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar Rating is derived from a weighted-average of the performance figures associated
with its three-, five-, and 10-year (if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics.© Morningstar, Inc.
The highest or most favorable Morningstar percentile rank is 1 and the lowest percentile rank is 100. The top-performing fund in a
category will always receive a rank of 1. Various rating agencies categorize funds differently. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.

Fund Overview
Investment Strategy
The ASTON/Cornerstone Large Cap Value Fund employs a bottom-up, fundamental stock-picking process in seeking companies
that they believe are undervalued compared to their perceived worth.

Objective
The Fund seeks to provide total return through long-term capital appreciation and current income.

Risk Considerations
Value investing often involves buying the stocks of companies that are currently out of favor that may decline further.
Fund Stats (as of 3/31/15)
N Shares
Origin Of Information
FactSet
Sales Load
None
Total Net Assets (7/1/15)
$0.00
Turnover
N/A
Minimum Investment
2,500
Alpha (3 yr.)
N/A
Beta (3 yr.)
N/A
R-Squared (3 yr.)
N/A
Standard Dev (3 yr.)
N/A
Sharpe Ratio (3 yr.)
N/A
Current Wtd Average P/E (trailing) 14.01
Current Wtd Average P/B (trailing) 3.02
Median Mkt Cap ($Mil)
46,191
Average Wtd Coupon
N/A
Effective Maturity
N/A
Sector Breakdown (as of 5/31/15)
Financials
23.68%
Information Technology
23.19%
Industrials
21.67%
Consumer Discretionary
9.31%
Energy
7.93%
Health Care
6.02%
Cash Equivalents & Other
4.23%
Consumer Staples
3.96%

I Shares
FactSet
None
$0.00
N/A
1,000,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14.01
3.02
46,191
N/A
N/A

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of mutual funds will vary with market
conditions, so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
As the fund is actively managed, the securities as presented may not represent the current or future composition of the portfolio.

Fund Holdings
Holdings as of: 5/31/15
Company
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO
ORACLE CORP
CASH EQUIVALENTS & OTHER
PARKER-HANNIFIN CORP
CISCO SYSTEMS INC
CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORP
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

Ticker CUSIP
Number of Shares Market Value % of Net Assets ¯
JPM 46625H100 106,925
$7,033,526.50 4.66%
ORCL 68389X105 151,250
$6,577,862.50 4.36%
6,223,074
$6,368,991.10 4.22%
PH
701094104 52,475
$6,319,564.25 4.19%
CSCO 17275R102 215,450
$6,314,839.50 4.19%
COF 14040H105 75,525
$6,310,869.00 4.18%
JNJ
478160104 61,225
$6,131,071.50 4.06%

WESTERN DIGITAL CORP
WDC
MICROSOFT CORP
MSFT
CUMMINS INC
CMI
CITIGROUP INC
C
GAP INC/THE
GPS
ACE LTD
ACE
EMC CORP/MA
EMC
CHEVRON CORP
CVX
WW GRAINGER INC
GWW
INTEL CORP
INTC
BED BATH & BEYOND INC
BBBY
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO
EMR
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORP
LNC
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORP
NSC
BORGWARNER INC
BWA
UNUM GROUP
UNM
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC
HON
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC
RDS/A
BOEING CO/THE
BA
ENSCO PLC
ESV
TYSON FOODS INC
TSN
PNC FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP INC/THE PNC
BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC
BAX
WAL-MART STORES INC
WMT

958102105 62,500
594918104 128,800
231021106 43,525
172967424 108,125
364760108 151,050
B3BQMF6 51,925
268648102 191,875
166764100 48,500
384802104 20,440
458140100 141,325
75896100 61,210
291011104 71,950
534187109 71,150
655844108 42,525
99724106 64,400
91529Y106 110,280
438516106 36,975
780259206 60,125
97023105 24,250
B4VLR19 143,100
902494103 74,600
693475105 31,800
71813109 44,125
931142103 37,775

$6,085,000.00 4.03%
$6,035,568.00 4.00%
$5,899,813.75 3.91%
$5,847,400.00 3.88%
$5,789,746.50 3.84%
$5,528,974.00 3.67%
$5,053,987.50 3.35%
$4,995,500.00 3.31%
$4,912,345.20 3.26%
$4,870,059.50 3.23%
$4,365,497.20 2.89%
$4,339,304.50 2.88%
$4,056,261.50 2.69%
$3,912,300.00 2.59%
$3,873,660.00 2.57%
$3,855,388.80 2.55%
$3,852,795.00 2.55%
$3,590,665.00 2.38%
$3,407,610.00 2.26%
$3,362,850.00 2.23%
$3,166,770.00 2.10%
$3,042,942.00 2.01%
$2,939,166.25 1.95%
$2,805,549.25 1.86%
$150,645,878.30

100%

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment return and principal value of mutual funds will vary with market
conditions, so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
As the fund is actively managed, the securities as presented may not represent the current or future composition of the portfolio.
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